
Appendix C 

5/7 High Street, Bembridge 

A Report by the Working Party 

The Brief 

At the Bembridge Parish Council meeting on 13
th

 February, 2019, it was agreed that a small 

Working Party should be set up to explore the different options open to BPC, regarding the 

future sale of 5/7 High Street and particularly in the light of the problems encountered during 

the previous abortive sale. This Working Party (comprising Councillor Weedall, Councillor 

Maclean and The Clerk) would then report to the Council at the Council meeting on Tuesday, 

21
st
 May, with their recommendations. 

The Property  

As you are familiar with the property, we do not propose to describe it in detail, other than to 

say it is a well known commercial building which occupies a prominent position, within the 

Conservation Area in the centre of Bembridge, at the junction of the High Street, Sherborne 

Street and Love Lane. 

It comprises ground floor retail use, a first floor office, redundant WC facilities, a yard and 

storage buildings. The ground floor retail area (about 363 sq ft) is held on a 10 year lease, at a 

rent of £6,500 pa.  

The first floor office space (about 618 sq ft) is currently vacant, having been let until recently 

at a rent of £5,250 pa. It includes a separate WC and a small store. 

The WC facilities (about 290 sq ft) are now redundant, as a new public WC has been 

incorporated into the Village Hall. 

The yard at the back includes a Nissen Hut, a brick built store and an electricity sub-station 

(not owned by BPC). 

The Background 

5/7 High Street is owned by Bembridge Parish Council. At a meeting of the BPC on 3
rd

 July, 

2018, a motion was passed to sell the property. This was to be by private treaty first and then, 

should that not be successful, it was to be offered for sale by auction. 

On 5 July, Gully Howard were instructed to offer the property for sale and ‘offers in the 

region of £185,000’ were to be sought. 

The property was then fully marketed, but the agents reported that only limited interest had 

been shown in it, partly due to the uncertainty regarding the new leases. However, the agents 

did receive an initial offer, which was too low. That party then submitted another, improved 

offer. At the last minute a second offer was received, which was at the same level as the first. 

These offers were both considered at the BPC meeting on 30
th

 October, 2018 and, on a 

majority vote, the decision was made to accept the first of the two identical offers received, 

subject to contract. When advised that his offer had been unsuccessful, the second offeror 



made a higher offer which, following an emailed request from The Clerk at the time to 

Councillors for their opinion, was rejected.  

As a result of legal intervention on behalf of the unsuccessful potential buyer and the threat of 

a Judicial Review, the decision was made at a full meeting of the BPC on 12
th

 December, 

2018, to invite both parties to submit their ‘best and final offer’ by noon on 11
th

 January. On 

the day, one offer was received by the deadline, but the second offer (with prior warning to 

our solicitors) was submitted late. BPC were advised by their solicitors that they could 

consider it. That second offer, received after the deadline, of £187,777 was accepted, subject 

to contract, on 22
nd

 January and the solicitors were instructed to proceed with all the legal 

exchanges. However, the amount of the offer was publicised in the press and, on 29
th

 January, 

2019, another offer was submitted by the second party, which slightly exceeded the offer that 

had been accepted. 

In discussion, opinions were put forward at a meeting of the BPC on 5
th

 February, 2019, that 

both parties had been given an equal and fair opportunity to submit their offers and that the 

increased offer was not significant enough to warrant a change of buyer. However, the 

ongoing threats of legal action being taken against the Council and the legal costs that had 

already been and could be incurred in the future meant that the decision was taken to take the 

property off the market ‘pro tem’, while the Council considered the best way to proceed with 

the disposal of the property. It was, therefore, at a meeting on 13
th

 February, 2019, that the 

decision was made to form a small Working Party to make their recommendations to the 

Council. 

The Solicitors’ Advice 

   On 26
th

 February, the Working Party met at Terrence Willey’s office in Bembridge. The 

background to the sale and the complications that arose were discussed. Various options were 

considered and the two most practical choices were talked through in detail: 

1) To sell by formal tender, with all the legal paperwork in place, again inviting ‘best 

and final offers’ by a certain time and date but, with it this time being a formal tender 

(unlike the informal tender of last time), there would be the ability to exchange 

contracts immediately. 

2) To sell by auction. 

After careful consideration and guided by the professional advice that problems can still arise 

at the last minute, even in a formal tender situation and not unlike our experience last time, 

the unequivocal recommendation from our solicitors was to sell by auction. 

The Auctioneer’s Advice 

On 8
th

 May, 2019, the Working Party then met an auctioneer from Clive Emson, land and 

property auctioneers, at the property. He had previously inspected the premises in June last 

year. 

He saw the various changes made since then and was told about the new lease on 5 High 

Street. When viewing the upstairs office space, he confirmed that being vacant would make it 

a more attractive proposition for would-be purchasers, as would the availability of the space 

previously utilised for the WCs.  



We talked through the appropriate timing for the auction and, dismissing their summer 

auction as being too rushed, he recommended putting it in their September sale.  

 

We would have to let them have our legal pack and all the necessary information they require 

by their deadline of 12
th

 August. We agreed that it would be prudent to instruct Terrence 

Willey to prepare all the legal documentation sooner rather than later, with a view to having 

everything ready no later than 1
st
 August. 

We naturally talked through the market conditions at the moment and price, but the 

auctioneer advised that we should leave the final decision on price until just before the BPC 

meeting in July, when it can be fully discussed taking into account the market at the time. 

Recommendations 

Having considered the advice given by our solicitor and in the light of the very unsatisfactory 

circumstances surrounding the last attempt to sell the property, we recommend that we 

proceed to sell by auction in September, with the pitching of the estimate and the question of 

the reserve left until just before our BPC meeting in July. When these figures are agreed, the 

estimate will obviously become common knowledge and go into the public domain, whereas 

the reserve should not be revealed to anyone. 

Whilst we suggest that the Council agrees the minimum price at which they would be 

prepared to sell 5/7 High Street, we believe it would, in the interests of confidentiality and the 

outcome of the sale itself, be better if the Auctioneers then set the reserve, based on that 

minimum figure and the market at the time.  

In the meantime, the property will remain off the market and it is our firm view that, unless 

there are extraordinary extenuating circumstances, nothing should derail its sale by auction in 

September, 2019. 

 

Councillor Weedall, Councillor Maclean and The Clerk    17
th

 May, 2019  

   

 

     


